Thanks to the 2021 SWRHA Futurity & Show Sponsors

Diamond Sponsors:

Gold & Gold Plus Sponsors:

Silver Plus Sponsors:
Outta Dough/Dorothy Queen
Nutrena

Silver Sponsors
Casey Hinton Quarter Horses
Kiser Arena Specialists
Yonathan Baruch Reining Horses
Red River Equine Veterinary Services/Red River Reproduction Center
Mirjam Stillo Performance Horses
Dun It For Whizkey/Inferno Sixty Six
Merrill’s Salon and Spa, LLC.
Premier Equine Veterinary Services/Rancho Sereno
Fernando Salgado
Trevor Dare/Dare to Rein, LLC.
Adam Hendrickson Reining Horses
Bob’s Custom Saddles
Jason Vanlandingham

Bronze Sponsors
Oklahoma Equine Hospital
Skyline Silversmiths
Jarvis Anderson Performance Horses
Silver Spurs Equine
Arnaud Ferret Reining Horses
Barbara Hanagan/C&L Inspection
Pond Hill Performance Horses
Gabriel Diano
Vandorp Reining Horses
Silva Reining Horses
Brian Bell Performance Horses
Crawley Performance Horses

Pewter Sponsors
Golf Cars for Fun
Warm-Up Series Shows
Cummins Quarter Horses
Shelly Martinez
Lance Griffin/Martin Larcombe
Mathieu Buton Reining Horses
Blue Collar Horse Company
Petroll Reining Horses
Justin Mathison/Just Stitch It
Billy Williams Performance Horses
McShan Florist
Scott McCutcheon Reining Horses
Price Performance Horses
West Catering and Concessions
Roger and Glenda Parks
Schmidt Reining Horses
JG Reining Horses
JM Reining Horses
Santa Cruz Biotechnology
Nathan Piper Reining Horses

Class Sponsors
Humphrey Quarter Horses
Pro Management Inc.
Spurs And Strings Quarter Horses
First Bank & Trust
First National Bank of Ardmore
Debbie Brown
Whisper Bit
Matteo Rondanina
Fred Thomsson
Metcalf Quarter Horses

Buckle Sponsors
Anonymous Donor
Tremblay Reining Horses
Richard Pokluda/Equine Unlimited
Valentine Reining Horses
Stefano Calcagnini Reiners
Abby Lengel Performance Horses

Hospitality Sponsors
LMc Social Media Consulting
Todd Sommers Reining Horses
Visser Reining Horses
G Reining Horses